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Chapter 5 Gauss Integration with Geometric Property Applications



5.1 Fundamental Concepts and Intrinsic Integration Tools in MATLAB Numerical integration methods approximate a deÞnite integral by evaluating the integrand at several points and taking a weighted combination of those integrand values. The weight factors can be obtained by interpolating the integrand at selected points and integrating the interpolating function exactly. For example, the NewtonCotes formulas result from polynomial interpolation through equidistant base points. This chapter discusses concepts of numerical integration needed in applications. Let us assume that an integral over limits a to b is to be evaluated. We can write 



b



f (x)dx = a



n 



Wı f (xı ) + E



ı=1



where E represents the error due to replacement of the integral by a Þnite sum. This is called an n-point quadrature formula. The points x ı where the integrand is evaluated are the base points and the constants W ı are the weight factors. Most integration formulas depend on approximating the integrand by a polynomial. Consequently, they give exact results when the integrand is a polynomial of sufÞciently low order. Different choices of x ı and Wı will be discussed below. It is helpful to express an integral over general limits in terms of some Þxed limits, say −1 to 1. This is accomplished by introducing a linear change of variables x = α + βt. Requiring that x = a corresponds to t = −1 and that x = b corresponds to t = 1 gives α = (a + b)/2 and β = (b − a)/2, so that one obtains



 1  1  b a+b b−a 1 + t dt = f (x)dx = (b − a) f F (t)dt 2 2 2 a −1 −1 where F (t) = f [(a + b)/2 + (b − a)t/2](b − a)/2. Thus, the dependence of the integral on the integration limits can be represented parametrically by modifying the
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integrand. Consequently, if an integration formula is known for limits −1 to 1, we can write  b n  f (x)dx = β Wı f (α + βxı ) + E. a



ı=1



The idea of shifting integration limits can be exploited further by dividing the interval a to b into several parts and using the same numerical integration formula to evaluate the contribution from each interval. Employing m intervals of length  = (b − a)/m, we get  b m  a+  f (x)dx = f (x)dx. a



=1



a+(−1)



Each of the integrals in the summation can be transformed to have limits −1 to 1 by taking x = α + βt with α = a + (j − 1/2) and β = /2. Therefore we obtain the identity 



b



f (x)dx = a



 m   1 . f (α + βt)dt. 2 −1 =1



Applying the same n-point quadrature formula in each of m equal intervals gives what is termed a composite formula 



  Wı f (α + βxı ) + E. 2 =1 ı=1 m



b



f (x)dx = a



n



By interchanging the summation order in the previous equation we get 



b



f (x)dx = a



n m   Wı f (α + βxı ) + E. 2 ı=1 =1



Let us now turn to certain choices of weight factors and base points. Two of the most widely used methods approximate the integrand as either piecewise linear or piecewise cubic. Approximating the integrand by a straight line through the integrand end points gives the following formula  1 f (x)dx = f (−1) + f (1) + E. −1



A much more accurate formula results by using a cubic approximation matching the integrand at x = −1, 0, 1. Let us write f (x) = c1 + c2 x + c3 x2 + c4 x3 .
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Then







1



2 f (x)dx = 2c1 + c3 . 3 −1



Evidently the linear and cubic terms do not inßuence the integral value. Also, c 1 = f (0) and f (−1) + f (1) = 2 c1 + 2 c3 so that  1 1 f (x)dx = [f (−1) + 4f (0) + f (1)] + E. 3 −1 The error E in this formula is zero when the integrand is any polynomial of order 3 or lower. Expressed in terms of more general limits, this result is



 b (b − a) a+b ) + f (b) + E f (x)dx = f (a) + 4f ( 6 2 a which is known as Simpson’s rule. Analyzing the integration error for a particular choice of integrand and quadrature formula can be complex. In practice, the usual procedure taken is to apply a composite formula with m chosen large enough so the integration error is expected to be negligibly small. The value for m is then increased until no further signiÞcant change in the integral approximation results. Although this procedure involves some risk of error, adequate results can be obtained in most practical situations. In the subsequent discussions the integration error that results by replacing an integral by a weighted sum of integrand values will be neglected. It must nevertheless be kept in mind that this error depends on the base points, weight factors, and the particular integrand. Most importantly, the error typically decreases as the number of function values is increased. It is convenient to summarize the composite formulas obtained by employing a piecewise linear or piecewise cubic integrand approximation. Using m intervals and letting  = (b − a)/m, it is easy to obtain the composite trapezoidal formula which is    b m−1 f (a) + f (b)  + f (x)dx =  f (a + ) . 2 a =1 This formula assumes that the integrand is satisfactorily approximated by piecewise linear functions. The MATLAB function trapz implements the trapezoidal rule. A similar but much more accurate result is obtained for the composite integration formula based on cubic approximation. For this case, taking m intervals implies 2m + 1 function evaluations. If we let g = (b − a)/(2m) and h = 2g, then f = f (x ) where x = a + g ,  = 0, 1, 2, . . ., 2m, with f (x0 ) = f (a) and f (x2m ) = f (b). Combining results for all intervals gives    b m−1  h f (a) + 4f1 + f (b) + f (x)dx = (4f2ı+1 + 2f2ı ) . 6 a ı=1
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This formula, known as the composite Simpson rule, is one of the most commonly used numerical integration methods. The following function simpson works for an analytically deÞned function or a function deÞned by spline interpolating through discrete data. Function for Composite Simpson Rule



1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23: 24: 25: 26: 27:



28: 29: 30: 31: 32: 33: 34: 35:



function area=simpson(funcname,a,b,n,varargin) % % area=simpson(funcname,a,b,n,varargin) % ------------------------------------% Simpson’s rule integration for a general function % defined analytically or by a data array % % funcname - either the name of a function valid % for a vector argument x, or an array % having two columns with x data in the % first column and y data in the second % column. If array data is given, then % the function is determined by piecewise % cubic spline interpolation. % a,b - limits of integration % n - odd number of function evaluations. If % n is given as even, then the next % higher odd integer is used. % varargin - variable number of arguments passed % for use in funcname % area - value of the integral when the integrand % is approximated as a piecewise cubic % function % % User functions called: function funcname in the % argument list %---------------------------------------------------if 2*fix(n/2)==n; n=n+1; end; n=max(n,3); x=linspace(a,b,n); if isstr(funcname) y=feval(funcname,x,varargin{:}); else y=spline(funcname(:,1),funcname(:,2),x); end area=(b-a)/(n-1)/3*( y(1)-y(n)+...
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36:



4*sum(y(2:2:n))+2*sum(y(3:2:n)));



An important goal in numerical integration is to achieve accurate results with only a few function evaluations. It was shown for Simpson’s rule that three function evaluations are enough to exactly integrate a cubic polynomial. By choosing the base point locations properly, a much higher accuracy can be achieved for a given number of function evaluations than would be obtained by using evenly spaced base points. Results from orthogonal function theory lead to the following conclusions. If the base points are located at the zeros of the Legendre polynomials (all these zeros are between −1 and 1) and the weight factors are computed as certain functions of the base points, then the formula 



1



f (x)dx = −1



n 



Wı f (xı )



ı=1



is exact for a polynomial integrand of degree 2n − 1. Although the theory proving this property is not elementary, the Þnal results are quite simple. The base points and weight factors for a particular order can be computed once and used repeatedly. Formulas that use the Legendre polynomial roots as base points are called Gauss quadrature formulas. In a typical application, Gauss integration gives much more accurate results than Simpson’s rule for an equivalent number of function evaluations. Since it is equally easy to use, the Gauss formula is preferable to Simpson’s rule. MATLAB also has three functions quad and quad8 and quadl to numerically integrate by adaptive methods. These functions repeatedly modify approximations for an integral until the estimated error becomes smaller than a speciÞed tolerance. In the current text, the function quadl is preferable over the other two functions, and quadl is always used when an adaptive quadrature function is needed. Readers should study carefully the system documentation for quadl to understand the various combinations of call list parameters allowed.



5.2 Concepts of Gauss Integration This section summarizes properties of Gauss integration which, for the same number of function evaluations, are typically much more accurate than comparable NewtonCotes formulas. It can be shown for Gauss integration [20] that 



1



f (x) dx = −1
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n  =1



w f (x ) + E(f )



Integration Error = C*diff( f(x), x, 2*n ) for some x in [−1,1]
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Figure 5.1: Error CoefÞcient versus Number of Points for Gauss Integration



where the integration error term is E=



22n−1 (n!)4 f (2n) (ξ) , −1 < ξ < 1. (2n + 1)[(2n)!]3



The base points in the Gauss formula of order n are the roots of the Legendre polynomial of order n and the weight factors are expressible concisely in terms of the base points. The quadrature error term for an n-point formula involves the integrand derivative of order 2n, which implies a zero error for any polynomial of order 2n − 1 or lower. The coefÞcient of the derivative term in E decreases very rapidly with increasing n, as can be seen in Figure 5.1. For example, n = 10 gives a coefÞcient of 2.03 × 10 −21 . Thus, a function having well behaved high order derivatives can be integrated accurately with a formula of fairly low order. The base points x  are all distinct, lie between −1 and 1, and are the eigenvalues of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix [26] which can be analyzed very rapidly with the function eigen. Furthermore, the weight factors are simply twice the squares of the Þrst components of the orthonormalized eigenvectors. Because eigen returns orthonormalized eigenvectors for symmetric matrices, only lines 58-60 in function gcquad given below are needed to compute the base points and weight factors.
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Function for Composite Gauss Integration



1: 2: 3: 4: 5:



function [val,bp,wf]=gcquad(func,xlow,... xhigh,nquad,mparts,varargin) % % [val,bp,wf]=gcquad(func,xlow,... % xhigh,nquad,mparts,varargin)



6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23: 24: 25: 26: 27: 28: 29: 30: 31: 32: 33: 34: 35: 36: 37: 38: 39: 40: 41:



% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ This function integrates a general function using a composite Gauss formula of arbitrary order. The integral value is returned along with base points and weight factors obtained by an eigenvalue based method. The integration interval is divided into mparts subintervals of equal length and integration over each part is performed with a Gauss formula making nquad function evaluations. Results are exact for polynomials of degree up to 2*nquad-1. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ func - name of a function to be integrated having an argument list of the form func(x,p1,p2,...) where any auxiliary parameters p1,p2,.. are passed through variable varargin. Use [ ] for the function name if only the base points and weight factors are needed. xlow,xhigh - integration limits nquad - order of Gauss formula chosen mparts - number of subintervals selected in the composite integration varargin - variable length parameter used to pass additional arguments needed in the integrand func val - numerical value of the integral bp,wf - vectors containing base points and weight factors in the composite integral formula A typical calculation such as: Fun=inline(’(sin(w*t).^2).*exp(c*t)’,’t’,’w’,’c’); A=0; B=12; nquad=21; mparts=10; w=10; c=8; [value,pcterr]=integrate(Fun,A,B,nquad,mparts,w,c);
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42: 43: 44: 45: 46:



% gives value = 1.935685556078172e+040 which is % accurate within an error of 1.9e-13 percent. % % User m functions called: the function name passed % in the argument list



47: 48:



%----------------------------------------------



49: 50: 51:



if isempty(nquad), nquad=10; end if isempty(mparts), mparts=1; end



52: 53: 54: 55: 56:



% % % %



Compute base points and weight factors for the single interval [-1,1]. (Ref: ’Methods of Numerical Integration’ by P. Davis and P. Rabinowitz, page 93)



57: 58: 59: 60:



u=(1:nquad-1)./sqrt((2*(1:nquad-1)).^2-1); [vc,bp]=eig(diag(u,-1)+diag(u,1)); [bp,k]=sort(diag(bp)); wf=2*vc(1,k)’.^2;



61: 62: 63: 64: 65: 66: 67: 68:



% Modify the base points and weight factors % to apply for a composite interval d=(xhigh-xlow)/mparts; d1=d/2; dbp=d1*bp(:); dwf=d1*wf(:); dr=d*(1:mparts); cbp=dbp(:,ones(1,mparts))+ ... dr(ones(nquad,1),:)+(xlow-d1); cwf=dwf(:,ones(1,mparts)); wf=cwf(:); bp=cbp(:);



69: 70: 71: 72: 73: 74: 75:



% Compute the integral if isempty(func) val=[]; else f=feval(func,bp,varargin{:}); val=wf’*f(:); end



5.3 Comparing Results from Gauss Integration and Function QUADL A program was written to compare the performance of the Gauss quadrature function gcquad and the numerical integrator quadl provided in MATLAB. Quadl is a robust adaptive integration routine which efÞciently handles most integrands. It can even deal with special integrals having singularities, like log(x) or 1/ sqrt(x) at the origin. Integrating these functions from zero to one yields correct answers although messages occur warning about integrand singularities at the origin. No capabilities
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are provided in quadl to directly handle vector integrands (except one component at a time), and no options are provided to suppress unwanted warning or error messages. In the timing program given below, warning messages from quadl were temporarily turned off for the tests. Often there are examples involving vector-valued integrands that are to be integrated many times over Þxed integration limits. A typical case is evaluation of coefÞcients in Fourier-Bessel series expansions. Then, computing a set of base points and weight factors once and using these coefÞcients repeatedly is helpful. To illustrate this kind of situation, let us numerically integrate the vector valued function √ f (x) = [ x ; log(x) ; humps(x); exp(10x) cos(10πx) ; cos(20πx − 20 sin(πx))] from x = 0 to x = √ 1. Several components of this function are hard to integrate numerically because x has inÞnite slope at x = 0, log(x) is singular at x = 0, the fourth component is highly oscillatory with large magnitude variations, and the last component is highly oscillatory (integrating the last component gives the value of the integer order Bessel function J 20 (20)). The following function quadtest uses functions quadl and gcquad to integrate f (x) from x = 0 to x = 1. The Gauss integration employs a formula of order 100 with one subinterval, so integrands are effectively approximated by polynomials of order 199. To achieve accurate timing, it was necessary to evaluate the integrals repeatedly until a chosen number of seconds elapsed. Then average times were computed. The program output shows that gcquad was more accurate than quadl for all cases except for log(x) involving a singular integrand. Computations times shown for each component of f (x) are the same when gcquad was used because the integration was done for all components at once, and then results were divided by Þve. The total time used by quadl was about 3.5 times as large as the time for qcquad. We are not arguing that these results show gcquad is superior to quadl. However, it does imply that Gauss integration can be attractive in some instances. The geometry problems in the remainder of this chapter include boundary curves deÞned by cubic splines. Then, using Gauss integration of sufÞciently high order produces exact results for the desired geometrical properties.



Output from Program quadtest >> quadtest(10); PRESS RETURN TO BEGIN COMPUTATION > ? INTEGRATION TEST COMPARING FUNCTIONS QUADL AND GCQUAD The functions being integrated are: sqrt(x) log(x) humps(x) exp(10*x).*cos(10*pi*x) cos(20*pi*x-20*sin(pi*x))
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Results Using Function quadl Integral Function Percent values evaluations error 6.6667e-001 7.8000e+001 -1.9813e-004 -1.0000e+000 2.2900e+002 2.6064e-005 2.9858e+001 1.9800e+002 6.2164e-010 2.0263e+002 7.0800e+002 2.4425e-013 1.6475e-001 5.2800e+002 -1.0627e-008



Computation seconds 6.9720e-003 2.1071e-002 2.1162e-002 6.8660e-002 5.1370e-002



Results Using Function gcquad Integral Function Percent Computation values evaluations error seconds 6.6667e-001 1.0000e+002 1.5215e-005 9.5628e-003 -9.9994e-001 1.0000e+002 -6.2513e-003 9.5628e-003 2.9858e+001 1.0000e+002 8.8818e-014 9.5628e-003 2.0263e+002 1.0000e+002 -4.1078e-013 9.5628e-003 1.6475e-001 1.0000e+002 -1.5543e-013 9.5628e-003 (Total time using quadl)/(Total time using gcquad) equals 3.5395 >> Program Comparing Numerical Integration Methods



1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18:



function [L,G,names]=quadtest(secs) % % [L,G,names]=quadtest(secs) % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % This program compares the accuracy and % computation times for several integrals % evaluated using quadl and gcquad % % secs - the number of seconds each integration % is repeated to get accurate timing. The % default value is 60 seconds. % L,G - matrices with columns containing % results from quadl and from gcquad. % The matrices are structured as: % [IntegralValue,PercentError,... % FunctionEvaluations,ComputationSeconds] % names - character matrix with rows % describing the functions
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19: 20: 21: 22:



% which were integrated % % User functions called: ftest, gcquad %---------------------------------------------



23: 24:



global nvals



25: 26:



if nargin==0, secs=60; end



27: 28: 29:



fprintf(’\nPRESS RETURN TO BEGIN COMPUTATION > ’) pause



30: 31: 32: 33: 34: 35: 36: 37: 38:



% Summary of the five integrands used names=strvcat(’sqrt(x)’,’log(x)’,’humps(x)’,... ’exp(10*x).*cos(10*pi*x)’,... ’cos(20*pi*x-20*sin(pi*x))’); fprintf([’\n\nINTEGRATION TEST COMPARING’,... ’ FUNCTIONS QUADL AND GCQUAD\n’]) fprintf(’\nThe functions being integrated are:\n’) disp(names)



39: 40: 41: 42: 43:



% Compute exact values of integrals exact=[2/3; -1; quadl(@humps,0,1,1e-12); real((exp(10+10*pi*i)-1)/(10+10*pi*i)); besselj(20,20)];



44: 45: 46: 47: 48: 49: 50:



% Find time to make a loop and call the clock nmax=5000; nclock=0; t0=clock; while nclock Program for Properties of Spline Bounded Areas



1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10:



function [p,x,y,xd,yd]=areaprog(xd,yd,icrnr) % % [p,x,y,xd,yd]=areaprog(xd,yd,icrnr) % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % This function calls function aprop which % computes geometrical properties for an area % bounded by a spline curve through data % points in (xd,yd). % % User functions called: aprop



11: 12: 13:



if nargin==2,icrnr=[1,length(xd)]; end titl=’AREA IN THE XY PLANE’;



14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19:



if nargin==0 [xd,yd,icrnr]=makcrcsq; titl=... ’HALF ANNULUS ABOVE A SQUARE WITH A HOLE’; end



20: 21: 22: 23: 24: 25: 26: 27: 28:



disp(’ ’) disp([’ GEOMETRICAL PROPERTY ANALYSIS’,... ’ USING FUNCTION APROP’]) [p,z]=aprop(xd,yd,icrnr); x=real(z); y=imag(z); disp(’ ’); disp([’ A XCG YCG ’,... ’ AXX AXY AYY’]) disp(p), close, plot(xd,yd,’ko’,x,y,’k-’)



29: 30: 31:



xlabel(’x axis’), ylabel(’y axis’) title(titl),axis(cubrange([x(:),y(:)],1.2));
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AYY 359.6076



32:



axis square; shg



33: 34:



%=========================================



35: 36: 37: 38: 39: 40: 41: 42: 43: 44: 45: 46: 47: 48: 49: 50: 51: 52: 53: 54: 55: 56: 57: 58: 59: 60: 61: 62: 63: 64: 65: 66: 67: 68: 69: 70: 71: 72: 73: 74:



function [p,zplot]=aprop(xd,yd,kn) % % [p,zplot]=aprop(xd,yd,kn) % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % This function determines geometrical properties % of a general plane area bounded by a spline % curve % % xd,yd - data points for spline interpolation % with the boundary traversed in counter% clockwise direction. The first and last % points must match for boundary closure. % kn - vector of indices of points where the % slope is discontinuous to handle corners % like those needed for shapes such as a % rectangle. % p - the vector [a,xcg,ycg,axx,axy,ayy] % containing the area, centroid coordinates, % moment of inertia about the y-axis, % product of inertia, and moment of inertia % about the x-axis % zplot - complex vector of boundary points for % plotting the spline interpolated geometry. % The points include the numerical quadrature % points interspersed with data values. % % User functions called: gcquad, curve2d if nargin==0 td=linspace(0,2*pi,13); kn=[1,13]; xd=cos(td)+1; yd=sin(td)+1; end nd=length(xd); nseg=nd-1; [dum,bp,wf]=gcquad([],1,nd,6,nseg); [z,zplot,zp]=curve2d(xd,yd,kn,bp); w=[ones(size(z)), z, z.*conj(z), z.^2].*... repmat(imag(conj(z).*zp),1,4); v=(wf’*w)./[2,3,8,8]; vr=real(v); vi=imag(v); p=[vr(1:2),vi(2),vr(3)+vr(4),vi(4),vr(3)-vr(4)]; p(2)=p(2)/p(1); p(3)=p(3)/p(1);



75: 76:



%=========================================
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77: 78: 79: 80: 81: 82: 83: 84: 85: 86: 87: 88: 89: 90: 91: 92: 93: 94: 95: 96: 97: 98: 99: 100: 101: 102: 103: 104: 105: 106: 107: 108:



function [z,zplot,zp]=curve2d(xd,yd,kn,t) % % [z,zplot,zp]=curve2d(xd,yd,kn,t) %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % This function generates a spline curve through % given data points with corners(slope dis% continuities) allowed as selected points. % xd,yd - real data vectors of length nd % defining the curve traversed in % counterclockwise order. % kn - vectors of point indices, between one % and nd, where slope discontinuities % occur % t - a vector of parameter values at which % points on the spline curve are % computed. The components of t normally % range from one to nd, except when t is % a negative integer,-m. Then t is % replaced by a vector of equally spaced % values using m steps between each % successive pair of points. % z - vector of points on the spline curve % corresponding to the vector t % zplot - a complex vector of points suitable % for plotting the geometry % zp - first derivative of z with respect to % t for the same values of t as is used % to compute z % % User m functions called: splined %----------------------------------------------



109: 110: 111: 112: 113: 114: 115: 116: 117: 118: 119: 120: 121:



nd=length(xd); zd=xd(:)+i*yd(:); td=(1:nd)’; if isempty(kn), kn=[1;nd]; end kn=sort(kn(:)); if kn(1)~=1, kn=[1;kn]; end if kn(end)~=nd, kn=[kn;nd]; end N=length(kn)-1; m=round(abs(t(1))); if -t(1)==m, t=linspace(1,nd,1+N*m)’; end z=[]; zp=[]; zplot=[]; for j=1:N k1=kn(j); k2=kn(j+1); K=k1:k2; k=find(k1
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Figure 5.4: Partial Volume of Revolution



Program for Properties of a Volume of Revolution



1: 2: 3: 4:



function volrevol % % volrevol % ~~~~~~~~
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5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17:



% This program determines geometrical properties % for a solid generated by rotating a closed spline % curve through an arbitrary angle about the z-axis. % A detailed description of the geometry is given in % function volrev. % % User m functions called: volrev srfv %---------------------------------------------% % Data for a cross section consisting of the lower % half of a circle plus a square capped by the % upper half of a smaller semicircle. The geometry % is rotated through 270 degrees about the z-axis.



18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23:



n1=9; t1=-pi:pi/n1:0; n2=6; t2=0:pi/n2:pi; Zd=[0,exp(i*t1),1/2+i+exp(i*t2)/2,0]; xd=real(Zd)+4; zd=imag(Zd); th=[-pi/2,pi]; nth=31; kn=[1,2,n1+2,n1+3,n1+n2+3,n1+n2+4];



24: 25: 26: 27: 28: 29: 30: 31: 32: 33: 34: 35: 36: 37: 38: 39: 40:



% Compute the geometrical properties [v,rg,Irr,x,y,z,aprop]=volrev(... xd,zd,kn,th,nth); disp(’ ’) disp(’PROPERTIES OF A VOLUME OF REVOLUTION’) disp(’ ’) disp(’Results Using Function VOLREV’) disp([’Volume = ’,num2str(v)]), %disp(’ ’) disp([’Rg = [’,num2str(rg(:)’),’]’]), %disp(’ ’) disp(’Inertia Tensor =’), disp(Irr), %disp(’ ’) disp(’Area Properties’), %disp(’ ’) disp(’ area xcentr zcentr.’) disp(aprop(1:3)) disp(’ axx axz azz’) disp(aprop(4:6))



41: 42: 43: 44:



% Run a second case to generate a dense set of % surface coordinates to check results using % function srfv.



45: 46: 47: 48: 49:



N1=61; T1=-pi:pi/N1:0; N2=41; T2=0:pi/N2:pi; Zd=[0,exp(i*T1),1/2+i+exp(i*T2)/2,0]; xxd=real(Zd)+4; zzd=imag(Zd); th=[-pi/2,pi]; Nth=121;
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50:



Kn=[1,2,N1+2,N1+3,N1+N2+3,N1+N2+4];



51: 52: 53: 54: 55: 56: 57: 58:



[V,Rg,IRR,X,Y,Z]=volrev(... xxd,zzd,Kn,th,Nth,1); [vt,rct,vrrt]=srfv(X,Y,Z); disp(’Results Using Function SRFV’) disp([’Volume = ’,num2str(vt)]) disp([’Rg = [’,num2str(rct(:)’),’]’]) disp(’Inertia Tensor =’), disp(vrrt)



59: 60:



%=========================================



61: 62: 63: 64: 65: 66: 67:



function [v,rg,Irr,X,Y,Z,aprop,xd,zd,kn]=... volrev(xd,zd,kn,th,nth,noplot) % % [v,rg,Irr,X,Y,Z,aprop,xd,zd,kn]=... % volrev(xd,zd,kn,th,nth,noplot) %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



68: 69: 70: 71: 72: 73: 74: 75: 76:



% % % % % % % %



This function computes geometrical properties for a volume of revolution resulting when a closed curve in the (x,z) plane is rotated, through given angular limits, about the z axis. The cross section of the volume is defined by a spline curve passed through data points (xd,zd) in the same manner as was done in function areaprop for plane areas.



% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %



xd,zd - data vectors defining the spline interpolated boundary, which is traversed in a counterclockwise direction kn - indices of any points where slope discontinuity is allowed to turn sharp corners p - vector of volume properties containing [v, xcg, ycg, zcg, vxx, vyy, vzz,... vxy, vyz, vzx] where v is the volume, (xcg,ycg,zcg) are coordinates of the centroid, and the remaining properties are volume integrals of the following integrand: [x.^, y.^2, z.^2, xy, yz, zx]*dxdyxz X,Y,Z - data arrays containing points on the surface of revolution. Plotting these



77: 78: 79: 80: 81: 82: 83: 84: 85: 86: 87: 88: 89: 90: 91: 92: 93: 94:
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95: 96: 97: 98: 99: 100: 101: 102:



% points shows the solid volume with % the ends left open. Function fill3 % is used to plot the surface with ends % closed % aprop - a vector containing properties of the % area in the (x,z) plane which was used % to generate the volume. aprop=[area,... % xcentroidal, ycentroidal, axx, axz, azz].



103: 104: 105: 106: 107: 108: 109: 110: 111: 112: 113:



% User m functions called: rotasurf, gcquad, % curve2d, anglefun, splined %---------------------------------------------if nargin==0 t1=-pi:pi/6:0; t2=0:pi/6:pi; Zd=[0,exp(i*t1),1/2+i+exp(i*t2)/2,0,-1]; xd=real(Zd)+4; zd=imag(Zd); kn=[1,2,8,9,15,16]; th=[-pi/2,pi]; nth=31; end



114: 115: 116: 117: 118: 119: 120: 121:



% Plot a surface of revolution based on the % input data points if nargin==6 [X,Y,Z]=rotasurf(xd,zd,th,nth,1); else [X,Y,Z]=rotasurf(xd,zd,th,nth); pause end



122: 123: 124: 125: 126: 127:



% Obtain base points and weight factors for the % composite Gauss formula of order seven used in % the numerical integration nd=length(xd); nseg=nd-1; [dum,bp,wf]=gcquad([],1,nd,7,nseg);



128: 129: 130: 131: 132: 133: 134: 135: 136:



% Evaluate complex points and derivative values % on the spline curve which is rotated to form % the volume of revolution [u,uplot,up]=curve2d(xd,zd,kn,bp); % plot(real(uplot),imag(uplot)), axis equal,shg u=u(:); up=up(:); n=length(bp); x=real(u); dx=real(up); z=imag(u); dz=imag(up); da=x.*dz-z.*dx;



137: 138: 139:



% Evaluate line integrals for area properties p=[ones(n,1), x, z, x.^2, x.*z, z.^2, x.^3,...
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140: 141:



(x.^2).*z, x.*(z.^2)].*repmat(da,1,9); p=(wf(:)’*p)./[2 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5];



142: 143: 144: 145: 146: 147: 148: 149: 150:



% Scale area properties by multipliers involving % the rotation angle for the volume f=anglefun(th(2))-anglefun(th(1)); v=f(1)*p(2); rg=f([2 3 1]).*p([4 4 5])/v; vrr=[f([4 5 2]); f([5 6 3]); f([2 3 1])].*... [p([7 7 8]); p([7 7 8]); p([8 8 9])]; Irr=eye(3)*sum(diag(vrr))-vrr; aprop=[p(1),p(2:3)/p(1),p(4:6)];



151: 152:



%=========================================



153: 154: 155: 156: 157: 158:



function f=anglefun(t) % f=anglefun computes multipliers involving % t, the rotation angle of the volume. c=cos(t); s=sin(t); f=[t,s,-c,(t+c*s)/2,s*s/2,(t-c*s)/2];



159: 160:



%=========================================



161: 162: 163: 164: 165: 166: 167: 168: 169: 170: 171: 172: 173: 174: 175: 176: 177: 178: 179:



function [x,y,z,xd,zd]=rotasurf(xd,zd,th,nth,noplot) % [x,y,z,xd,zd]=rotasurf(xd,zd,th,nth,noplot) % This function generates points on a surface of % revolution generated by rotating an area in % the (x,z) plane about the z-axis % % xd,yz - coordinate data for the curve in the % (x,y) which forms the cross section % th - [ThetaMin,ThetaMax] defining limits of % rotation angle about the z-axis % nth - number of theta values used to generate % surface values % noplot - option given any value if no plot is % desired. Otherwise omit this value. % x,y,z - arrays of points on the surface % % User m functions called: none %----------------------------------------------



180: 181: 182: 183: 184:



if nargin==0 n1=9; t1=-pi:pi/n1:0; n2=6; t2=0:pi/n2:pi; Zd=[0,exp(i*t1),1/2+i+exp(i*t2)/2,0]; xd=real(Zd)+4; zd=imag(Zd);
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185: 186: 187: 188: 189: 190: 191: 192: 193: 194: 195: 196:



th=[-pi/2,pi]; nth=31; end xd=xd(:); zd=zd(:); nd=length(xd); t=linspace(th(1),th(2),nth); x=xd*cos(t); y=xd*sin(t); z=repmat(zd,1,nth); if nargin==5, return; end close; surf(x,y,z), title(’VOLUME OF REVOLUTION’) xlabel(’x axis’), ylabel(’y axis’) zlabel(’z axis’), colormap([1 1 1]); hold on fill3(x(:,1),y(:,1),z(:,1),’w’) fill3(x(:,end),y(:,end),z(:,end),’w’) axis equal, grid on, hold off, shg



197: 198:



%=========================================



199: 200: 201:



% function [z,zplot,zp]=curve2d(xd,yd,kn,t) % See Appendix B



202: 203:



%=========================================



204: 205: 206: 207:



% function [val,bp,wf]=gcquad(func,xlow,... % xhigh,nquad,mparts,varargin) % See Appendix B



208: 209:



%=========================================



210: 211: 212:



% function range=cubrange(xyz,ovrsiz) % See Appendix B



213: 214:



%=========================================



215: 216: 217:



% function val=splined(xd,yd,x,if2) % See Appendix B



218: 219:



%=========================================



220: 221: 222:



% function [v,rc,vrr]=srfv(x,y,z) % See Appendix B



5.5 Computing Solid Properties Using Triangular Surface Elements and Using Symbolic Math In this section a numerical method is developed to compute properties of a solid covered by triangular surface elements. An example problem is analyzed by a nu-
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merical method and also by use of the symbolic math toolbox. Results of the two analyses are compared. Many familiar solid bodies such as an ellipsoid, a conical frustum, or a torus have surfaces readily parameterized by equations of the form R = R(u, v), U1 ≤ u ≤ U2 , V1 ≤ v ≤ V2 . This is the type of equation implied when MATLAB function surf uses rectangular X, Y, Z coordinate arrays to depict a curvilinear coordinate net covering a surface. The surface is approximated by a series of quadrilateral surface patches. Geometrical properties of the related solid can be computed approximately by dividing each quadrilateral into two triangular patches, and accumulating the surface integral contributions of the triangles. This approach is attractive because the surface integral properties of triangles can be computed exactly, and all triangles can be processed in parallel. Although the geometrical properties for a solid covered by triangular patches can be computed exactly, the reader should realize that many surface elements may be required to achieve several digit accuracy for highly curved surfaces. To Þx our ideas, consider the solid in Figure 5.5 which resembles a twisted rope. This body has its outer surface (as distinguished from its ends) described by the following set of equations: x = x0 + ρ cos(p), y = y0 + ρ sin(p), z = z0 − ξ sin(m p) + η cos(m p), ρ = a + ξ cos(m p) + η sin(m p), 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π, 0 ≤ p ≤ 3π, ξ = b cos(t) |cos(t)| , η = b sin(t) |cos(t)| . The cross section of the solid is two circular disks touching tangentially. The solid is swept out as the centroid of the area (where the circles touch) moves along a helical path and twists simultaneously. The parameter choices used in our example are a = 3, b = 1, m = 6, x0 = y0 = 0, z0 = 3π/2 which places the centroid of the solid on the y-axis and makes the ends of the rope lie in the xz plane. Then the geometrical property contributions from both end surfaces ˆ · R vanishes on the ends. are zero because η Let us next think about a solid with its surface composed of triangular patches. For a generic patch with corners at R i , Rj , Rk , denote the surface area as S T and ˆ . Then the unit surface normal as η 1 ˆ ST = (Rj − Ri ) × (Rk − Ri ), η 2 and the triangle centroid is at 1 (Ri + Rj + Rk ). 3 If h is the normal distance from the origin to the plane containing the triangle, then ˆ · Ri and ST = |ˆ h=η η ST |. The Þrst two volume properties are just  h 1 ˆ · R dS = ST η VT = 3 3 RC =



ST
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Figure 5.5: Solid Resembling a Twisted Rope
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172 ADVANCED MATH AND MECHANICS APPLICATIONS USING MATLAB and (VR )T =



1 4



 (ˆ η · R) R dS =



h ST RC . 4



ST



The remaining inertial property integral is  1 h ST (Ri Ri +Rj Rj +Rk Rk +9RC RC ). (VRR )T = (ˆ η ·R) R R dS = 5 60 ST



These formulas were used to develop the function srfv which computes geometrical properties for a surface described by the same type of data arrays as those used by the function surf. Each quadrilateral patch is divided into two triangles, and the contributions of all triangles are accumulated in vectorized mode for computational efÞciency. The function ropesymu in the following program calls function twistrope to perform numerical computation, function twistprop to perform symbolic computation, and function ropedraw to plot the geometry of the twisted rope. Twistrope calls the function srfv which is a general routine to compute properties of solid bodies modeled with triangular surface elements. The numerical example employs point arrays of dimension 804 by 100 to obtain the numerical solution. Results for the numerical and symbolic computations are shown next along with the computer code. Note that the numerical and exact solutions agreed within 0.2 percent. The numerical solution took about 1.3 secs compared with 314 seconds for the symbolic solution. Even though the symbolic solution took 238 times as long to compute as the numerical solution, the symbolic coding was simple and might be appealing in speciÞc situations where the related integrals can be evaluated exactly.



5.6 Numerical and Symbolic Results for the Example COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND SYMBOLIC GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES FOR A TWISTED ROPE FOR THE TRIANGULAR SURFACE PATCH MODEL Volume = 44.3239 Rg = [1.6932e-015 0.64979 3.0068e-015] Irr = 548.6015 -0.0000 29.0040 -0.0000 548.6015 -0.0000 29.0040 -0.0000 423.7983 Computation Time = 1.3194 Secs.
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GAUSS INTEGRATION WITH GEOMETRIC PROPERTY APPLICATIONS



FOR THE SYMBOLIC MODEL Volume = 44.4132 Rg = [0 0.64982 Irr = 549.7423 0 0 549.7423 29.0639 0



173



0] 29.0639 0 424.7014



Computation Time = 314.28 Secs. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION ERROR USING TRIANGULAR SURFACE PATCHES. THE ERROR VALUES ARE DEFINED AS NORM(APPROX.-EXACT)/NORM(EXACT) Volume Error = 0.0020102 Centroidal Radius Error = 4.7287e-005 Inertia Tensor Error = 0.0020768 COMPARISON OF SOLUTION TIMES (Symbolic Time)/(Numerical Time) = 238.1992 Program ropesymu



1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20:



function [vn,rcn,irrn,vs,rcs,irrs,times,nt,np]=... ropesymu(A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0,nt,np) % % [vn,rcn,irrn,vs,rcs,irrs,times,nt,np]=ropesymu(... % A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0,nt,np) %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % % This program computes geometrical properties of a % twisted rope having a cross section which is two % circles of diameter B touching tangentially. The % tangency point is at distance A from the rotation % axis z. As the area is rotated, it is also twisted % in a helical fashion. For a complete revolution % about the z axis, the area is twisted through m % turns. The resulting surface resembles a rope % composed of two strands. Two results are obtained % 1) by a numerical method where the surface is % modeled with triangular surface patches and % 2) by symbolic math. See functions twistrope and % twistprop for descriptions of the problem parameters.
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174 ADVANCED MATH AND MECHANICS APPLICATIONS USING MATLAB 21: 22: 23: 24: 25: 26:



% Numerical results and computation times for the two % methods are compared, and the related surface % geometry is plotted % % User functions called: twistrope twistprop ropedraw %----------------------------------------------------



27: 28: 29: 30: 31:



if nargin==0 % Default data case A=3; B=1; m=6; np=201; nt=25; X0=0; Y0=0; Z0=-3*pi/2; M=6; end



32: 33: 34: 35:



disp(’ ’) disp(’ COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND SYMBOLIC’) disp(’GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES FOR A TWISTED ROPE’)



36: 37: 38:



% Run the first time to get a crude grid for plotting [vn,rcn,irrn,x,y,z,c]=twistrope(A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0,nt,np);



39: 40: 41: 42: 43: 44: 45: 46: 47:



% Numerical solution using a dense point grid to get % close comparison with exact results. Calculations % are run repeatedly for accurate timing. Nt=4*nt; Np=4*np; n=50; tic; for i=1:n [vn,rcn,irrn]=twistrope(A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0,Nt,Np); end timn=toc/n;



48: 49: 50: 51: 52: 53:



% Perform the symbolic analysis. This takes a long % time. tic; [v,rc,vrr,vs,rcs,irrs]=twistprop(A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0); tims=toc; times=[timn,tims];



54: 55: 56: 57: 58: 59: 60:



disp(’ ’) disp(’FOR THE TRIANGULAR SURFACE PATCH MODEL’) disp([’Volume = ’,num2str(vn)]) disp([’Rg = [’,num2str(rcn(:)’),’]’]) disp(’Irr = ’), disp(irrn) disp([’Computation Time = ’,num2str(timn),’ Secs.’])



61: 62: 63: 64:



% Print numerical comparisons of results disp(’ ’) disp(’FOR THE SYMBOLIC MODEL’)
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GAUSS INTEGRATION WITH GEOMETRIC PROPERTY APPLICATIONS 65: 66: 67: 68:



175



disp([’Volume = ’,num2str(vs)]) disp([’Rg = [’,num2str(rcs(:)’),’]’]) disp(’Irr = ’), disp(irrs) disp([’Computation Time = ’,num2str(tims),’ Secs.’])



69: 70: 71: 72: 73: 74: 75: 76: 77: 78:



disp(’ ’) disp(’ NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION ERROR USING TRIANGULAR’) disp(’SURFACE PATCHES. THE ERROR VALUES ARE DEFINED AS’) disp(’ NORM(APPROX.-EXACT)/NORM(EXACT)’) evol=abs(vn-vs)/vs; erad=norm(rcs(:)-rcn(:))/norm(rcs); einert=norm(irrn-irrs)/norm(irrs); disp([’Volume Error = ’,num2str(evol)]) disp([’Centroidal Radius Error = ’,num2str(erad)]) disp([’Inertia Tensor Error = ’,num2str(einert)])



79: 80: 81: 82: 83: 84:



disp(’ ’) disp(’COMPARISON OF SOLUTION TIMES’) disp([’(Symbolic Time)/(Numerical Time) = ’,... num2str(tims/timn)]) disp(’ ’)



85: 86: 87: 88:



% Draw the surface using a crude grid to avoid % crowded grid lines ropedraw(A,B,np,nt,M,X0,Y0,Z0);



89: 90:



%===========================================



91: 92: 93: 94: 95: 96: 97: 98: 99: 100:



function [x,y,z,t]=ropedraw(a,b,np,nt,m,x0,y0,z0) % % [x,y,z,t]=ropedraw(a,b,np,mp,m,x0,y0,z0) % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % This function draws the twisted rope. if nargin==0 a=3; b=1; np=200; nt=25; m=6; x0=0; y0=0; z0=-3*pi/2; end



101: 102: 103: 104: 105: 106: 107: 108: 109:



% Draw the surface t=linspace(0,2*pi,nt); p=linspace(0,3*pi,np)’; t=repmat(t,np,1); p=repmat(p,1,nt); xi=b*cos(t).*abs(cos(t)); eta=b*sin(t).*abs(cos(t)); rho=a+xi.*cos(m*p)+eta.*sin(m*p); x=rho.*cos(p)+x0; y=rho.*sin(p)+y0; z=-xi.*sin(m*p)+eta.*cos(m*p)+p+z0; close; surf(x,y,z,t), title(’TWISTED ROPE’)
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176 ADVANCED MATH AND MECHANICS APPLICATIONS USING MATLAB 110: 111:



xlabel(’x axis’), ylabel(’y axis’), zlabel(’z axis’) colormap(’prism(4)’), axis equal, hold on



112: 113: 114: 115: 116:



% Fill the ends fill3(x(1,:),y(1,:),z(1,:),’w’) fill3(x(end,:),y(end,:),z(end,:),’w’) view([-40,10]), hold off, shg



117: 118:



%===========================================



119: 120: 121: 122: 123: 124: 125: 126: 127: 128: 129: 130: 131: 132: 133: 134: 135: 136: 137: 138: 139: 140:



function [v,rc,vrr,V,Rc,Irr]=twistprop(A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0) % % [v,rc,vrr,V,Rc,Irr]=twistprop(A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0) % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % This function computes geometrical properties of % a twisted rope. Exact results are obtained using % symbolic math to evaluate three surface integrals % for the volume, centroidal radius, and inertia % tensor. The symbolic calculations take about five % minutes to run. % % A,B,N - parameters defining the twisted rope % X0,Y0,Z0 - center coordinates for the centroid of % the twisted rope % v,rc - symbolic formulas for the volume and % centroid radius % vrr - symbolic formula for integral of % r*r’*d(vol) % V,Rc - numerical values for volume and % centroid radius % Irr - numerical value for the inertia tensor



141: 142: 143: 144:



if nargin==0 A=6; B=1; M=6; X0=1; Y0=2; Z0=3; end



145: 146: 147: 148: 149: 150:



syms a b m t p xi eta rho x y z r rt rp real syms x0 y0 z0 real syms n dv dv1 v vr1 vr rg vrr1 vrr real a=sym(A); b=sym(B); Pi=sym(’pi’); x0=sym(X0); y0=sym(Y0); z0=sym(Z0);



151: 152: 153: 154:



% Surface equation for the twisted rope xi=b*cos(t)*abs(cos(t)); eta=b*sin(t)*abs(cos(t));
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GAUSS INTEGRATION WITH GEOMETRIC PROPERTY APPLICATIONS 155: 156: 157: 158:



rho=a+xi*cos(m*p)+eta*sin(m*p); x=rho*cos(p)+x0; y=rho*sin(p)+y0; z=-xi*sin(m*p)+eta*cos(m*p)+p+z0; Pi=sym(’pi’);



159: 160: 161:



% Tangent vectors r=[x;y;z]; rt=diff(r,t); rp=diff(r,p);



162: 163: 164: 165:



% Integrate to get the volume dv=det([r,rp,rt]); dv1=int(dv,t,0,2*Pi); v=simple(int(dv1,p,0,3*Pi)/3);



166: 167: 168: 169:



% First moment of volume vr1=int(r*dv,t,0,2*Pi); vr=simple(int(vr1,p,0,3*Pi)/4);



170: 171: 172:



% Radius to the centroid rc=simple(vr/v);



173: 174: 175: 176:



% Integral of r*r’*d(vol) vrr1=int(r*r’*dv,t,0,2*Pi); vrr=simple(int(vrr1,p,0,3*Pi)/5);



177: 178: 179: 180: 181: 182: 183: 184:



% Obtain numerical values V=double(subs(v,{a,b,m,x0,y0,z0},... {A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0})); Rc=double(subs(rc,{a,b,m,x0,y0,z0},... {A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0})); Irr=double(subs(vrr,{a,b,m,x0,y0,z0},... {A,B,M,X0,Y0,Z0}));



185: 186: 187: 188:



% Rigid body inertia tensor for a % body of unit mass density Irr=eye(3,3)*sum(diag(Irr))-Irr;



189: 190:



%===========================================



191: 192: 193: 194: 195: 196: 197: 198: 199:



function [v,rc,vrr,x,y,z,t]=twistrope(... a,b,m,x0,y0,z0,nt,np) % % [v,rc,vrr,x,y,z,t]=twistrope(... % a,b,m,x0,y0,z0,nt,nm) % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % Geometrical properties of a twisted rope. % This example takes 1.3 seconds to run
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178 ADVANCED MATH AND MECHANICS APPLICATIONS USING MATLAB 200: 201: 202: 203: 204: 205:



if nargin polhdrun; v = 15 rc = 0.0000 2.6667 1.3333 vrr = 5.0000 0.0000 0.0000



0.0000 120.8333 60.4167



0.0000 60.4167 40.8333



irr = 161.6667 -0.0000 -0.0000



-0.0000 45.8333 -60.4167



-0.0000 -60.4167 125.8333



These values can be easily veriÞed by manual calculations.
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Surface Plot of a General Polyhedron
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Figure 5.6: Surface Plot of a General Polyhedron
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GAUSS INTEGRATION WITH GEOMETRIC PROPERTY APPLICATIONS Program polhdrun



1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11:



function polhdrun % Example: polhdrun % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % % This program illustrates the use of routine % polhedrn to calculate the geometrical % properties of a polyhedron. % % User m functions called: % crosmat, polyxy, cubrange, pyramid, % polhdplt, polhedrn



12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23: 24: 25:



x=[2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0]-1; y=[0 4 4 2 3 3 0 4 4 2 3 3]; z=[0 0 4 1 1 2 0 0 4 1 1 2]; idface=[1 2 3 6 5 4 6 3; ... 1 3 9 7 0 0 0 0; ... 1 7 8 2 0 0 0 0; ... 2 8 9 3 0 0 0 0; ... 7 9 12 10 11 12 9 8; ... 4 10 12 6 0 0 0 0; ... 4 5 11 10 0 0 0 0; ... 5 6 12 11 0 0 0 0]; polhdplt(x,y,z,idface,[1,1,1]); [v,rc,vrr,irr]=polhedrn(x,y,z,idface)



26: 27:



%=============================================



28: 29: 30: 31: 32: 33: 34: 35: 36: 37: 38: 39: 40: 41:



function [v,rc,vrr,irr]=polhedrn(x,y,z,idface) % % [v,rc,vrr,irr]=polhedrn(x,y,z,idface) % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % % This function determines the volume, % centroidal coordinates and inertial moments % for an arbitrary polyhedron. % % x,y,z - vectors containing the corner % indices of the polyhedron % idface - a matrix in which row j defines the % corner indices of the j’th face.
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186 ADVANCED MATH AND MECHANICS APPLICATIONS USING MATLAB 42: 43: 44: 45: 46: 47: 48: 49: 50: 51: 52: 53: 54: 55: 56: 57: 58: 59:



% Each face is traversed in a % counterclockwise sense relative to % the outward normal. The column % dimension equals the largest number % of indices needed to define a face. % Rows requiring fewer than the % maximum number of corner indices are % padded with zeros on the right. % % v - the volume of the polyhedron % rc - the centroidal radius % vrr - the integral of R*R’*d(vol) % irr - the inertia tensor for a rigid body % of unit mass obtained from vrr as % eye(3,3)*sum(diag(vrr))-vrr % % User m functions called: pyramid %----------------------------------------------



60: 61: 62: 63: 64: 65: 66: 67: 68:



r=[x(:),y(:),z(:)]; nf=size(idface,1); v=0; vr=0; vrr=0; for k=1:nf i=idface(k,:); i=i(find(i>0)); [u,ur,urr]=pyramid(r(i,:)); v=v+u; vr=vr+ur; vrr=vrr+urr; end rc=vr/v; irr=eye(3,3)*sum(diag(vrr))-vrr;



69: 70:



%=============================================



71: 72: 73: 74: 75: 76: 77: 78: 79: 80: 81: 82: 83: 84: 85: 86:



function [area,xbar,ybar,axx,axy,ayy]=polyxy(x,y) % % [area,xbar,ybar,axx,axy,ayy]=polyxy(x,y) % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % % This function computes the area, centroidal % coordinates, and inertial moments of an % arbitrary polygon. % % x,y - vectors containing the corner % coordinates. The boundary is % traversed in a counterclockwise % direction % % area - the polygon area
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GAUSS INTEGRATION WITH GEOMETRIC PROPERTY APPLICATIONS 87: 88: 89: 90: 91: 92: 93:



% xbar,ybar - the centroidal coordinates % axx - integral of x^2*dxdy % axy - integral of xy*dxdy % ayy - integral of y^2*dxdy % % User m functions called: none %----------------------------------------------



94: 95: 96: 97: 98: 99: 100: 101: 102: 103:



n=1:length(x); n1=n+1; x=[x(:);x(1)]; y=[y(:);y(1)]; a=(x(n).*y(n1)-y(n).*x(n1))’; area=sum(a)/2; a6=6*area; xbar=a*(x(n)+x(n1))/a6; ybar=a*(y(n)+y(n1))/a6; ayy=a*(y(n).^2+y(n).*y(n1)+y(n1).^2)/12; axy=a*(x(n).*(2*y(n)+y(n1))+x(n1).* ... (2*y(n1)+y(n)))/24; axx=a*(x(n).^2+x(n).*x(n1)+x(n1).^2)/12;



104: 105:



%=============================================



106: 107: 108: 109: 110: 111: 112: 113: 114: 115: 116: 117: 118: 119: 120: 121: 122: 123: 124: 125: 126: 127: 128: 129: 130: 131:



function [v,vr,vrr,h,area,n]=pyramid(r) % % [v,vr,vrr,h,area,n]=pyramid(r) % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % % This function determines geometrical % properties of a pyramid with the apex at the % origin and corner coordinates of the base % stored in the rows of r. % % r - matrix containing the corner % coordinates of a polygonal base stored % in the rows of matrix r. % % v - the volume of the pyramid % vr - the first moment of volume relative to % the origin % vrr - the second moment of volume relative % to the origin % h - the pyramid height % area - the base area % n - the outward directed unit normal to % the base % % User m functions called: crosmat, polyxy
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188 ADVANCED MATH AND MECHANICS APPLICATIONS USING MATLAB 132:



%----------------------------------------------



133: 134: 135: 136: 137: 138: 139: 140: 141: 142: 143: 144: 145: 146: 147:



ns=size(r,1); na=sum(crosmat(r,r([2:ns,1],:)))’/2; area=norm(na); n=na/area; p=null(n’); i=p(:,1); j=p(:,2); if det([p,n])>



37: 38:



%-------------------------------------



39: 40: 41:



% The test function ftest=inline(’exp(u*x).*cos(v*x)’,’x’,’u’,’v’);



42: 43: 44:



% Limits and function parameters a=1; b=4; u=3; v=10;



45: 46:



nloop=100; tic;
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192 ADVANCED MATH AND MECHANICS APPLICATIONS USING MATLAB 47: 48: 49: 50: 51: 52: 53: 54: 55: 56: 57: 58: 59: 60: 61: 62: 63: 64: 65:



for j=1:nloop v1g=quadgsqrt(ftest,1,a,b,40,1,u,v); v2g=quadgsqrt(ftest,2,a,b,40,1,u,v); v3g=quadgsqrt(ftest,3,a,b,40,1,u,v); end vg=[v1g,v2g,v3g]; tg=toc/nloop; disp(’ ’) disp(’EVALUATING INTEGRALS WITH SQUARE ROOT TYPE’) disp(’ SINGULARITIES AT THE END POINTS’) disp(’ ’) disp(’Function integrated:’) disp(’ftest(x,u,v)=exp(u*x).*cos(v*x)’) disp(’ ’) disp([’a = ’,num2str(a),’ b = ’,num2str(b)]) disp([’u = ’,num2str(u),’ v = ’,num2str(v)]) disp(’ ’) disp(’Results from function gquadsqrt’) fprintf(’%17.9e %17.9e %17.9e\n’,vg) disp([’Computation time = ’,num2str(tg),’ sec.’])



66: 67: 68: 69: 70: 71:



tol=1e-12; tic; v1L=quadlsqrt(ftest,1,a,b,tol,[],u,v); v2L=quadlsqrt(ftest,2,a,b,tol,[],u,v); v3L=quadlsqrt(ftest,3,a,b,tol,[],u,v); vL=[v1L,v2L,v3L]; tL=toc;



72: 73: 74: 75: 76:



disp(’ ’) disp(’Results from function quadlsqrt’) fprintf(’%17.9e %17.9e %17.9e\n’,vL) disp([’Computation time = ’,num2str(tL),’ sec.’])



77: 78: 79: 80:



pctdiff=100*(vg-vL)./vL; disp(’ ’) disp(’Percent difference for the two methods’) fprintf(’%13.4e %12.4e %12.4e\n’,pctdiff)



81: 82:



%=========================================



83: 84: 85: 86: 87: 88: 89: 90: 91:



function v=quadgsqrt(... func,type,a,b,norder,nsegs,varargin) % % v=quadgsqrt(func,type,a,b,norder,nsegs,varargin) % %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ % % This function evaluates an integral having a
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GAUSS INTEGRATION WITH GEOMETRIC PROPERTY APPLICATIONS 92: 93: 94: 95: 96: 97: 98: 99: 100: 101: 102: 103: 104: 105: 106: 107: 108: 109: 110: 111: 112: 113: 114: 115: 116: 117: 118: 119:



% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %



square root type singularity at one or both ends of the integration interval a 
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